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Welcome to Boutique Hotel the Hermitage!
Expert Opinion Tourclub Hermitage Helpful
Information
Once in the center of Kiev you can easily ﬁnd the Hermitage Hotel Is a Boutique Hotel, the Hermitage.
It is located near the Central railway station in the street Simon Petlyura of the Comintern which
connects station square with the Boulevard of Taras Shevchenko. The nearest metro stations are
University station and a ﬁve minute walk from the hotel. Boutique Ermitage Hotel is located on the
second ﬂoor of a building built in the early XX century. The classic elegance of gray-blue facade of the
house overlooking the Botanical garden named after academician A. Fomin and style of the hotel's
interiors evoke the feeling of old Kiev, with its ancient traditions and atmosphere of hospitality. Good
location Boutique Hotel, the Hermitage will allow our guests to spend a lot of time on the road. Nearby
are cozy cafes restaurants bars popular night club Caribbean Club St. Simon Petlyura Коминтерна4
theatres cinemas boutiques shops, etc. everything needed for a pleasant pastime. In foot availability
from hotel there are numerous sights of Kiev Vladimir Cathedral of Soﬁa Kiev Botanical garden Golden
gate Opera, the circus, the zoo, shopping Mall Department Store Ukraine, as well as the Central street
Khreshchatyk. From the hotel balcony overlooking the building of the Central railway station and the
monument to Shchors standing on the Boulevard of Taras Shevchenko and from the hotel Windows
you can admire the secular trees of the city Botanic gardens. The name of the hotel Hermitage is
symbolic of France and Germany XVII-XVIII centuries, the so-called landscape structures representing
the delicate architectural construction designed for reﬂection and relaxation. Hermitage Hotel the
Hermitage Hotel everything was done to the image of the hotel lived up to its name. Thanks to the
comfort the quality of parts of interior luxury of picking the staﬀ You are immersed in the atmosphere
of silence and comfort allowing you to retreat from the bustle of the city. The exclusivity of a Boutique
Hotel, the Hermitage is underlined by the location, exquisite interiors small number of rooms and
attentive attitude of the staﬀ. We try to care for each guest based on its individual needs and we
guarantee conﬁdentiality. I am sure that living in the Hermitage Hotel will bring You a lot of pleasant
experiences and You will become our regular guest. Await You in the Hermitage Hotel and wish You a
pleasant stay Vladeltsami Anton B. E-mail hermitageua.fm Ukraine Kyiv St. Simon Petlyura of the
Comintern building 6, 2nd ﬂoor +380 44 235-47-17 Fax. +380 44 235-47-37 mob. +380 50 358-50-43
Location Latitude Longitude 50.44476 30.49903 Rates discounts and availability
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